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Flexport is an innovative player taking the world of freight
forwarding by storm. The key to their success: a matchless
software platform combined with infrastructure and
expertise. Their European ambition is to double in size twice,
over the next two years. The Senior Manager Operations
Strategy is instrumental to this goal.

“Say
goodbye to the
black box of freight
forwarding. Only Flexport
delivers deep visibility and
control, low and predictable
supply chain costs, with
faster and more reliable
transit times.”
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JAN VAN CASTEREN, VICE PRESIDENT
EUROPE, FLEXPORT
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T

he Senior Manager Strategy Operations
plays a central role in driving Flexport’s
ability to scale as fast as possible. This is
a global role aimed at driving operational

improvements. The Senior Manager will have
counterparts in Asia and the US and will have a dual
reporting line to the VP of Europe and the Global
Head of Operations in the US. They will manage
a portfolio of projects and drive operational
excellence across squads, accounts, and
countries.
This role is both highly strategic and
hands-on. The Senior Manager will
deal with a wide range of topics at a
conceptual level, prioritize projects,
define the improvements and drive
local implementation. PowerPoint
has never changed anything – the
Senior Manager knows how to change
processes, structures, and culture in
order to drive business change. The

“It’s a
skills-driven
industry, and we
offer a software-driven
solution. The better our
software gets, the easier
it gets to scale. That’s why
we can consolidate this
global market, and our
competitors can’t.”
JAN VAN CASTEREN, VICE
PRESIDENT EUROPE,
FLEXPORT
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combination of operations strategy, implementation and
change management is what truly makes this a high-impact
role.

OPTIMIZE ACROSS MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS
The client-facing side of the business is organized in 80
multidisciplinary squads, located around the world. Each
squad is responsible for a cluster of accounts and has two
goals: growing the book of business and optimizing
customer satisfaction. Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a major
KPI for the squads and they have a lot of freedom to make
decisions to serve their customers best. A consequence of
these highly autonomous squads is that there is room to
drive process efficiencies across teams. The Senior
Manager will continue to improve the way different parts of
the business – air, ocean, rail, and truck – fit together and
will help drive standardization of processes and create
ways to share best practices. The challenge for this role is
striking the right balance between the close ties with local
clients and global efficiency.

CANDIDATE PROFILE

AMSTERDAM
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M
 inimum 6 years’ top-tier
consulting experience
P
 roblem-solving skills
C
 onceptual thinking
O
 rganization design
C
 hange management
and implementation
H
 ighly flexible and
adaptable
P
 roject management
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